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With the incoherentscatter radar at Chatanika, Alaska, a wide variety of measurementscan be made
relatedto the ionosphere,magnetosphere,and neutral atmosphere.A significantparameteris the amount
of energytransferredfrom the magnetosphereinto the ionosphereand neutralatmosphereduring periods
of auroral activity. In this report we examine a procedurewhereby the incident energy flux of auroral
electronsis ascertainedfrom radar measurements.As part of the processwe compare radar-determined

fluxeswiththoseascertained
fromsimultaneous
photometric
observations
at 4278•. Thefluxesobtained
by both techniqueshad similar magnitudesand time variations. If we assumethat the largestuncertainty
in the radar/photometer comparisonis the effectiverecombinationcoefficient,then that coefficientcan
also be deduced.We find a value 3 X 10-? cm3/s at about 105 km, which is in good agreementwith other
recent determinationsduring active auroral conditions.We then combine this techniquewith one to ascertain the Joule heatingto determinethe energyinput from the magnetosphereto the ionospherein a region
localized above the radar on March 22, 1973, in the midnight sector.The energyinput is continuousat a
significantlevel, i.e., greater than the 3 ergs/cm• s that could be delivered by the sun, were it overhead.
Moreover, at times, each of these inputs became as great as 30 ergs/cm• s.

INTRODUCTION

applied to data taken simultaneouslyon three nights.Finally,
for March 22, 1973, the energy input to the ionospherenear
Chatanika during the midnight sectoris determinedfor both
auroral electronsand Joule heating.

In the past, measurementsof particle energy input during
auroral activity have been limited to brief periodswhen data
were obtained from rockets or satellites or to periods of
darkness

and

clear

skies

when

data

were

obtained

PHOTOMETER

PROCEDURE

photometrically. Furthermore, such measurements were
The photometric observationsof the N?(0-1) 1 NG (first
usuallyunaccompaniedby extensivediagnosticsof the state of
negative)
band(bandheadat 4278]k) areinterpreted
in terms
the magnetosphere,ionosphere, and neutral atmosphere. In
of
incident
electron
energy
flux
as
described
by
Omholt
[ 1971].
this report we combineincoherentscatterradar measurements
The
procedure
is
based
on
similar
shapes
for
the
ionization
from Chatanika, Alaska [Leadabrandet al., 1972], with 4278A photometermeasurements
[Sears,1973] to examinea and ionization-plus-excitationcross sectionscombined with
procedurewhereby the energy input from energeticelectrons the loss of 35 eV from the electron beam for each ion pair
can be ascertainedby the radar alone. The ability to determine created. For the total efficiencywe used 213 R of N•.+(0-1)

this energyinput as well as that from Joule heating [Brekke et
al., 1974], when they are combined with the extensive
magnetosphereand ionosphericdiagnosticsavailablefrom the
radar [Wickwar, 1975] for extendedtime periods,shouldlead
to significant data that can be applied to a wide range of
problems. Examplesof suchproblemsare auroral energetics,
magnetosphericparticle populations, thermal structure of the
ionosphere, optical emissions and compositions, thermosphericwinds,and perhapsthe magnitudeof the solar EUV
input.
In working out the stepsin the radar procedurewe examine
the effects of electron-to-ion temperature ratio Tr, Debye
length, effective recombination coefficient aeff, and altitude
limitations. If the greatest uncertainty in the electron energy
fluxes determined simultaneously from the radar and
photometer measurementsis ascribed to aeff, then we can
determinethat coefficientby a least squaresnormalization of
the two fluxes.

In what follows we review, for comparisonpurposes,how
the auroral electron energy input is ascertained from
photometricobservations.We then presentthe stepsfor two
radar procedures.The photometricand radar proceduresare
Copyright ¸

1975 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

emission
for eacherg/cm
•' s of i•cidentauroralelectrons

[Bortner and Bauer, 1972; Rees and Luckey, 1974].
In order to obtain the emitted band intensity the observed
intensitiesare correctedby a factor of 1.7 for atmosphericextinction [Valley, 1965] and for the filter transmittance function, which is applied to the band shape(R. Gattinger, private
communication, 1973). Absolute calibration was determined
by repeateduse of a radioactivephosphorsource,the calibration of which is traceable

to the National

Bureau of Standards

(M. Gadsden, private communication, 1970). The resultant
uncertainty is mostly from the absolute calibration (about

30%)andtheextinction
coefficient.
We estimate
theoverall
uncertainty to be less than about 50%.
RaDaR

PROCEDURES

Whereas the photometric procedure is based upon determination of the N•.+ (1 NG) intensity and its conversioninto
the column-integrated ion production rate, the radar
proceduresare basedon determinationof the electrondensity
profile and its conversioninto the ion productionrate profile.
The latter profile may then be integratedalong the line of sight
and treated identically to the photometricresult,or the 35-eV
lossper ionization may be appliedto the ionization rate profile
to obtain the profile of the rate of energy deposition.
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The radar system is used to measure the total power
backscatteredfrom the electronsin the ionosphere.From the
received power we determine a raw electron density profile
[Baron et al., 1970], which has to be corrected for Tr and
Debye length effects [Baron et al., 1970; Wickwar, 1974].
Although theoretical calculations of electron and ion
temperaturesin auroral situations(see review by Schunkand
Walker [1973]) would imply the possibilityof large Tr corrections above 110 km, the two bestradar/rocket comparisonsof
electrondensity(obtained in 1972 and 1974 (M. J. Baron and
J. C. Ulwick, private communication,1973, 1974))imply that
little if any correction is required below 160 km. We have here
followed the indication of the radar/rocket comparisonsand
assumeda temperatureratio of unity. However, we expectto
be able to examine the question of electron and ion
temperaturesin the auroral E layer with the radar in the near
future.

By maintaining the assumptionthat T• is unity we are able
to approximatethe electrontemperatureby a simplemodel of
the neutral temperature.We are therebyable to include a correction for Debye length effects.At the peak of the auroral E
layer, which is the most important region for the total energy
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loses35 eV for the creationof eachelectronpair. Hence •(h)'is
directly dependenton the assumptionsusedto deriveq(h) and
is likely to be subjectto considerableuncertainty at the end
points, particularly at the upper end. However, the integrated
rate of energyinput, or energyflux, is largely independentof
these uncertainties

because most of the contribution

comes

from near the peak of the ionization profile, which is usually
between 90 and 130 km. Furthermore, most of the contribu-

tion to the integral comesfrom the immediate vicinity of the
peak because of the Ne• dependenceof q and • and the
'peakedness'of an auroral E layer. In practice, on the days
studiedwe found no contribution to the integral below 85 km,
and we found that the contributionsasymptotedtoward zero
as the upper boundary was raisedfrom 140 to 160 and then to
180 km.

We shall call the aboveprocedurefor finding the energyflux
the 'whole spectrumtechnique' becauseprimary and secondary auroral electronsfrom a wide range of energiesare involved. A second procedure, which we shall call the
'monoenergetictechnique,' involves comparison of the maximum ionization

rate and its altitude to the theoretical

ioniza-

tion rate curvesfor monoenergeticelectronsof Rees [1963] or
flux determinations, this correction is small and noncritical. It
Banks et al. [1974]. The comparison enables us to find the
is 10% for a small auroral E layer with a peak densityof 105 energy flux of monoenergeticelectrons that would create a
el/cm3 and decreasesin a manner almost inverselypropor- productionrate equal to the maximum observed.The result is
tional to increasesin the electrondensity.However, in regions a lower bound because it leaves out all the lower-energy
removed from the layer peak, which would be of interest for electrons that in reality also contribute to the ionization.
profilesof energyinput, this correctionassumes
greaterimporTHE DATA
tance becauseit can become as large as 200 or 300%. If the
temperature ratios are eventually found to be greater than
We have examined sequencesof data from March 22 and
unity, then the magnitude of this correction would increase April 1 and 2, 1973,when the radar and photometerwere both
almost in proportion to the increase of the electron operating. On April 1 and 2 they were coalignedlooking up
temperatureabove the model.
the magneticfield line for a total of about 6 hours. On March
The ion production rate profile is obtainedfrom the electron 22 they were nearly coaligned for about 1.5 hours out of 4
hours of simultaneous
observations.
densityprofile by using the continuity equation
Figure 1 directly comparesthe energyinput calculatedfrom
q(h) = aerr(h)Ne2(h)
(1)
the photometer and from the two radar proceduresfor the
track eachothervery
where q is the ion production rate in ions/cm3 s, Otef
f is the mostactiveday. The threemeasurements
effective recombination coefficient in cma/s, Ne is the electron well (with the exceptionof one photometerpoint that might be
densityin el/cma, and h is the altitude in km. We neglectthe related to its larger field of view, 3ø versus 0.5ø). As is ex-

differential
termdNe/dt,since
thelossrateaeftNfiadjusts
to ' pected,
themonoenergetic
technique
yields
lowervalues
than
changesin the production rate within approximately 10 s,
which is short in comparisonwith our integration time of 5
min. The divergenceor transport term is also neglected.
The altitude range over which q may be found dependson
our knowledgeof aett(h), where our simplifyingassumptions
concerningthe differentialand divergenceterms are good approximations, and, of course, where Ne(h)is significant.
Furthermore, we are interested only in ionization due to
energeticelectrons.The resultantrangeextendsfrom about 85
km to about 180 km, which coincideswith an ion population
dominated by NO + and O?. Below 85 km the ionization is
largelydue to energeticprotons,and the aett changesdrastically owing to the presenceof negative ions and water vapor
cluster ions. The possibilityof ions being transportedin and
out of the radar beambecomesincreasinglylikely aboveabout
140 km, becauseion motion is lessimpededby collisionswith
neutrals and the proportion of O + ions with their smaller
recombination coefficient may increase. (However, rocket
measurementsindicate that O + does not become significant
below 180 km in auroral situations [Zhludko et al., 1970;
Johnson,1972; Kopp et al., 1973].)
The profile of the rate of energy deposition from auroral
electronse(h) is proportional to q(h), sincean electronbeam

the whole spectrumtechnique.However, the ratios of the two
radar techniquesvary. We suggestthat the auroral electrons
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Fig. 1. Energy input from auroral electronson April 1, 1973. It is
determinedby both radar proceduresand the photometric procedure
(scc text). For all three proceduresthe integration time is $ min. Both
instrumentsarc observingup the magneticfield linc. Alaska standard
time

is UT

-

10 hours.
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180

are more nearly monoenergetic when the ratio approaches
unity.
Figure 2 presents a direct comparison of all the
simultaneous radar (whole spectrum technique) and
photometerenergyflux determinationsalong with a weighted
least squaresfitted line. We seegood agreementbetweenthe
techniquesover a wide range of energy fluxes,as is expected
for a linear

correlation

coefficient

160

of 0.95.

--• 140

In making the comparisonsit was assumedthat the greatest
uncertainty was in aerr. Consequently, it was treated as a
parameter to be refined in optimizing the radar/photometer
comparisons.Figure 3 showsthe resultsand placesthem in the
F- 120
context of recent laboratory and experimental values.
Laboratory measurementsof O•.+ [Mehr andBiondi, 1969]and
NO + [Biondi, 1969] recombination coefficientsare combined
with the neutral temperature profile for a 1000øK exospheric
1 oo
temperature[Banksand Kockharts,1973] to producecurvesA
and B. Recent determinations of C%rrduring active auroras
o
1.00
I
with the radar [Baron, 1972, 1974] and with a rocket [Ulwick
I
I
I
I
I
and Baron, 1973] are given in curvesC and D. Curves parallel
10-6
10-7
to 1, 2, and 3 were used for full setsof calculations, and comparisonssimilar to the one in Figure 2 were produced.When
o•
cm3/s
the comparisonswere optimized, curves 1, 2, and 3 were obFig. 3. Recombination coefficientsand histogram of auroral E
tained. However, for the data in our sample the three fits are layer peak altitudes(seetext). Curve 2 is usedfor the radar resultsin
equally good. The relative histogramof peak altitudes for the the other figures.
coalignedmeasurementson March 22 and April 1 and 2, 1973,
indicatesthat the indistinguishabilityof the curves is largely
in the energy input and magnetic activity generally occur
due to most of the data coming from a very limited altitude

range, 100-110 km. Hence it is not surprisingthat the three

iogether.

The curves show increasesin the energyinput from Joule
curvesnearly intersectat 105 km, at a value of 3 X 10-7 cm3/s.
heatingand auroral electronsoccurringat aboutthe sametime
However, from the description of the radar procedureswe
(within the 30-min time resolution of the Joule heating deterrecall that Ne(h) could be systematicallyunderestimated.If
mination). Sincethe energeticauroral electronsenhancethe E
that is the case, then the derived value of aerr would be smaller.
layer ionization and consequentlythe Pedersenconductivity,
Becauseof what appearsto be a more reasonablealtitude
they provide a necessarycondition for enhancedcurrentsand
dependence,curve 2 was used for the radar calculations in
Joule heating. Additionally, sinceperpendicularelectricfields
Figures 1, 2, and 4.
are a common feature of the auroral oval, a grosstime corCOMPARISONS OF ENERGY INPUT
respondencebetweenthe two energyinputs is to be expected.
The energy input from auroral electronsis seento vary from
Figure 4 shows energy input for both Joule heating and
about « to 4 times that from Joule heating. However, sincethe
energetic electrons for March 22, 1973. In addition, the H
electroninput is subjectto time variationsof the order of a few
componentof the College magnetometeris included.Increases
seconds,it should be noted that the 5-min averaging(of both
radar and photometer data) reducesthe peak input, and the
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of photometer and radar determinationsof

Fig. 4. Simultaheousmeasurements
of energyinput from auroral

electrons
and
Joule
heating
onMarch
22,1973.
The
electron
input
is
determinedfrom the radar with the whole spectrumtechniqueand

auroralelectronenergyinput.Theradarcontribution
usesthewhole from the 4278-]kphotometer
measurements.
The Jouleheatingis
spectrumtechnique.All the coincidentradar and photometerdata (5- determinedwith the radar. The bars indicate the periodswhen the
min averages)from March 22 and April 1 and 2, 1973, are included. radar and photometer are observingin the samedirection. The
The line is a weightedleast squaresfit.
componentof the College magnetogramis includedfor reference.
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30-min smearingof Joule heating undoubtedly has a similar
effect. (On other days we have seen ratios of an order of
magnitudein both directions.)The baselevel for the combined
auroral energyinputs is about 3 ergs/cm2 s. During the two
large eventsthe input is about 1 order of magnitudelarger. So
far, the maximum energy input seen has been about 100
ergs/cm2 s.
An immediateconsequence
of the large energyinputs is that
we expectlarge increasesin the electronand ion temperatures.
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